
Finding the correct type or part
To find the Vulcan replacement Seal Kit or individual component 
part required, including pricing and delivery details, you can 
enter the original Fristam® Seal Kit or part number into our OEM 
database within your Vulcan Web Portal - available exclusively to 
Vulcan partners and distributors (portal.vulcan-eng.com).

Fristam® pumps can be fitted with a wide range of sealing options, 
depending on your application. To ensure you identify the correct 
replacement kit or individual component, it is important to use the 
original Fristam® Seal Part Number or Seal Type codes, which can 
be found on the original packaging or in the owner’s manual. 

If you are still unable to establish which Seal Kit or component you 
need, you can provide the part numbers to our sales team who 
will complete the identification and provide you with pricing and 
delivery information.

Vulcan Fristam® replacement Seal Kits provide you with all the 
components required to service Fristam® pumps. They are a cost-
effective alternative to the OEM kits but still include all the correct and 
required components you need, as well as a premium level of material 
technology that you can expect from Vulcan. Available Ex-Stock, they 
give you the reassurance that you can complete your equipment repair 
on time with high-quality replacement parts, while reducing costs. 

Our range of replacement parts for Fristam® Centrifugal, Multi-Stage, 
Rotary-Lobe and Mixer pumps is incredibly extensive, covering 
complete Seals Kits and individual component parts, including Flush 
Housing, Bushes, Mechanical Seals and Stationaries. All parts are 
available in two elastomer options, as well as with a choice of hard vs 
soft and hard vs hard seal face combinations, allowing you to cover all 
applications. 

Vulcan Fristam® replacement Mechanical Seals and Seal Kits are also 
specified to be complaint to FDA, 3-A Sanitary and EC food industry 
regulations.

Replacement Seal Kits 
for Fristam® Pumps

Technical Information:
 - Y- Regulatory specified complaint materials
 - 316 Stainless Steel with 0.8Ra surface finish
 - M825 triple-phenolic FDA compliant Carbon
 - WNV2 Sintered Silicon Carbide
 - 99.5% Alumina Ceramic
 - 6%/10% Nickel Tungsten Carbides
 - ‘O’-Ring Elastomer options: EPDM / Viton® 

Other Vulcan products and services
Vulcan also have an extensive range of Seal Kits for Alfa Laval® 
and APV®, as well as the world’s widest range of Mechanical 
Seals for use in food processing equipment. 

A full repair service is also available for high-end Cartridge Type 
Seals found on Reactors, Mixers and Driers.

Features summary:
 - Replacement Seal Kits for all common   

Fristam® pump models

 - Compliant with FDA, 3-A Sanitary and EC 
food industry regulations

 - Available Ex-Stock

 - Individual components available separately

 - 2 Elastomer options

 - Different seal face combinations available

Mechanical Seals | FEP/PFA Encapsulated ‘O’-Rings | Gland Packing | Tefcan Expanded PTFE
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